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ABSTRACT 

Due to the changmg nature of Internet technology and user needs, 
continuous web evaluation has become very important in determining 
the usabdity of web sites. However, web designers often face problems 
in identifying tlie right criteria for evaluation. Despite the growing 
number of guidehes and other literature on web design and evaluation, 
each of them varies in terms of quahty, coverage, relevancy, and 
suitabihty. With thls in mind, a study using IGL’ approach was carried 
out to identi5 key generic criteria that need to be taken into 
consideration by designers or others when assessing the overall usability 
of web sites. The results of the study include a comprehensive list of 
the identified usabhty criteria that were grouped into 7 major factors - 
screen appearance, content, accessibility, navigation, me&a use, 
interactivity, and consistency. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

eb usabhty has emerged as one of the important factors that 
determine the success of a web site. Usabiliv is related mostly to W tlie design aspects of web pages that make sense to people who 

use them. It not only allows surfers to navigate easily and convenientlT, but also 
helps them fmd the relevant information. Various studies (Rowland, 2000; 
Seminerio, 1998; Nielsen, 2002) show that web usabdity problems will cause 
h s  a lot of money and they may even lose potential customers. Tlzis 
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reahation underscores tlie need for designers and web developers to put some 
effort and money into improving tlie usabilrty of their web sites. Ths involves, 
among other thlngs, evaluatmg key aspects of web design tliat affect usability. 

Assessmg web usabihty is not as easy as one would expect. In order to perform 
the evaluation, designers should consider man): issues, includmg the criteria to 
be used for the evaluation. Tl is  is where the problem might arise. Although 
there are abundance of web design guides and usabihty literature where 
designers and evaluators can refer to, each varies in terms of coverage, clarity, 
context, suitability, quality, and comprehensiveness. With t l i s  in mind, tlie 
present research seeks to answer die following questions: 

0 

\What are the generic factors affecting web usabhty? 
What are the criteria for each factor that should be taken into 
consideration when evaluating web sites? 

Tl i s  paper will frrst define the concept of web usability, followed by a 
description of the IGT,’ approach, includmg die methodology used. Then, tlie 
research findmgs whch focus on factors affecting web usabiltty are presented. 
Finally, h s  paper ends with a drscussion on the fuidmgs and suggestions for 
future studtes. 

2.0 WEB USABILITY: CONCEPT AND D:EFINITION 

Usability is a very broad concept in systems design. However, the word 
‘usabilrty’ suggests that it is related to how convenient, usable, practicable, and 
useful a system is for a user. Accordmg to the Webster dictions? (1999), 
usability origmates from the word ‘usable’ whch means ‘capable of being used’ 
or ‘convenient and practicable for use’. The Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engmeers (IEEE, 1990) defines usabihty as the ease with whch a 
user can learn to operate, prepare inputs for, and interpret outputs of a system 
or components. In agreement with that definition, Marcus (1999) states that 
usabhq- can be defined in terms of how easy or efficient a product is for a user 
to recogruse, learn, remember, use, and enjoy. Web usability however, is a 
concept that relates to not only web sites’ ease-of-use, but also deals with the 
question of whether web site users can accomplis1.1 what they are lookmg for 
(Nielsen, 2000). 

In light of the broad range of interpretations of the concept and subsequent 
variations in definitions, approaches to measuring usabiltty as proposed by 
scholars also dtffer from each other. Some scholars define usabhty as an 
attribute to a product or system acceptance (Shakel, 1991; Nielsen, 1993). 
Therefore, their model of usabhty is explained in t:erms of its relationshp with 
the concept of ‘acceptabhty of a system’. Most usabhty models (Nielsen, 1993; 
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Lu and Yeung, 1998; I S 0  9241-11,1998) emphasize the importance of usabhq- 
because it relates to the following four main aspects: 

Efe&enes.I. - relates to accuracy and completeness of users' tasks while 
using a parucular web site; 
EJleizg, - relates to users' level of performance wlde using a particular 
web site; 
Leaniahiz]:- relates to users' abhty to learn a p:u-ticular system, and; 
User Satz<factzon - refers to users' subjective assessment of a particular web 
site concerning how useful and easy it is to use it. 

An important issue with regards to usabht-y defirlition is the question of 
whether the content coverage of a system should be included as one of the 
elements of usabihty. However, most models of usability (Shakel, 1991; Nielsen, 
1993; Lu and Yeung, 1998) include 'user satisfaction' as one of the usabhty 
criteria. "his element has an indrrect relationslip wit31 the need for content 
quality of a particular system. User satisfaction is related to users' subjective 
assessment on a particular system in terms of its ease of use as well as its 
usefulness. Tlis is to say that users will be satisfied if a system is not only easy 
to use. but also useful in terms of its contents. From this, it is possible to justify 
that both user interface and content together determine users' level of 
satis faction. 

3.0 IGVAPPROACH 

The Identification, Grouping, and Verification (IGV) approach was developed 
and uthsed specifically for identifying factors affecting Web usabilrty. The 
approach involves three main phases. First, the identification of the criteria that 
affect web usability. Second, the grouping of the criteria, and finally the 
verification on the criteria by usability experts. Content analysis was used in 
phase one to analvse the various literature on web usabhty, includmg web 
design guides currently avdable. The main objecuve was to gather the key web 
usabhty criteria proposed in the selected literature. Several gudes, articles and 
textbooks were selected based on the recornmendallion of Human-Computer 
Interaction (HCI) scholars such as Jakob Nielsen (N:ielsen, n.d.), Keith Instone 
(Instone, n.d.), and Gary Perlman (Perhan, n.d.). Information provided by the 
British HCI Special Interest Group (EKS-HCI, n.d) was also referred to. At 
least 30 guides were selected, some of whch were as follows: 

IBM Web Design Guide (IBM, 3000) 
Interface Design for \T%%TTi CVeb Style Guide, Yale Style Manual 
(Lynch & Horton, 1999) 
Usabhty hlatters: What's Usabhty, Webreview.com (Rowland, 2000) 
Improving K e b  Site Usabhty and appeal, IVlicrosoft Web Workshop 
(YXeb TVorkshop, 1999) 

0 
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D e s i p g  Information-abundant Web sites : issues and 
recommendations (Shneiderman, 1997) 
Writing For the Web Guide (Sun Mcrosystems, 1999) 
Web Content Accessibihty Guidehes (YVCII) 1.0, WC3 PIIT et al., 
1999) 
Web Graphics - elements of web design, CN:ETBuilder.com (Benjamin, 
1996) 
Web Design, the Complete Reference (Powell, 2000) 

The content analysis in phase one was conducted based on the method 
proposed by Miles and Huberman (1993), which consists of two steps, namely, 
Data Reduction and Data Display (whch includes conclusion verification): 

3.1 Data Reduction 

All selected guides were analysed to extract generic criteria of web usability. 
Each criterion identified was recorded in a standard form. During the analysis, 
all criteria and elements of usabhty that were considered too technical were 
rephrased or in some cases, excluded to cater for both technical and non- 
technical people. Both concept existence and frequency were used for codmg 
the data (i.e., an): usabhty criteria identified from the selected literature was not 
oiily coded for its existence, but also for the frequency of its mention - see 
example in Table 1). 

Table 1: An example of data analysis summary for web 
criteria elicitation 

P".eC? 

for dl man browser?: 

meda 

1 s 

1 

2 Compaabie content 

3 Labehig of all stanc 

Note: X' means that the oiterian was mentioned in t h e  g d e .  

3.2 Data Display and Conclusion Verification 

The codmg process was performed manually. Manual codmg was more 
pracucal because the computerised anal!& tools could not identic dtfferent 
phrases or sets of words that had s d a r  meanings. Once the data was properly 
coded, it was analTsed for any redundancy or duplication. Finally, a list of web 
usabhty cnreria was halised to be used in phase two of the IGT' approach. 
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In phase two, all criteria were analysed and classified into groups. A two-hour 
brainstorrning session involving three evaluators was carried out for &IS 

purpose. Since web design environments are closely related to multimedu, 
information retrieval, and networhg areas (Powell, 2000), the tliree selected 
evaluacors were those who have strong knowledge in each of these dsciphes. 
The main objective of die brainstorming session was .to isolate each criteria into 
a suitable category. 31 card-sorting method was used to aclieve tlis. Each 
criteria was written on a small card for the grouping process. All evaluators 
would decide the grouping for each criteria by placing it in one of die boxes 
pro\-ided. The placement was based on suitabhty, contexts, and relevan?. 
Finally, the evaluators decided on tlie appropriate narne that should be gven to 
each group. In phase three, an expert review method was used. The list of web 
usabihty criteria derived from content analysis and brainstorming was sent to 36 
experts for review and verification. These experts have more than five pears 
esperience in web usabhty areas. The selection of experts involved two 
processes : 

Identification of the experts from the proceedings of past conferences on 
Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI) ; and, 
Invitation to participate in the CHnYeB e m d  list. 

The main objective of the review was to get verifications and suggestions from 
the experts with regard to generic web usabdq criteria. Additionally, they were 
also requested to connment on the suitabiltty of the criteria groupings. The 
experts were allowed to e&t (add, delete, rephrase) all the criteria derived from 
the literature. Fifteen responses were analysed and the outcome recorded. The 
activiq- chart of die IGV approach is presented in Figure 1. 

4.0 WEB USABILITY CRITERIA 

By applying the IGT' approach, a total of 68 key criteria of web usab&ty were 
identified initially. These criteria were clustered into seven main groups based 
on their suitabiltq-, contest, and relevancy. Following the refinement process. a 
refined list of 53 criteria that were dwided into the seven main categories 
named as SC4N.WC was derived (see Table 2). 

4.1 Screen Appearance 

One of tlie main aspects of design is screen appearance. Screen appearance or 
layout can be dmided into 4 categories - space provision, choice of colour, 
readabdq, and scannabhy (Lynch and Horton, 1999; Seminerio, 1998). hll 
experts agree that these are four very important areas of usabhty. The 
proposed list of web usabdtty criteria for Screen Appearance is presented in 
Table 3. 
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START 

P 
H 1 1.1 1.1.1 1.12 - 

Content Select __+ Extract 
S analysiq 1ik:raiurc crileria criteria 

1.1.3 

Reinow 
ciitcria rcdundancy 

0 
hT 
E 

I 

7. I 2.1.1 2.1.7 - - 
Brainstorming Select + Perform 

cv;il uators card sorting 

P 
H 
A 
S 
E 

T 
V' 
0 

2.1.4 

R c h c  l i s t  

P 
H 
A 
S 
E 

I T  
H 
I< 

I E  

2.1.3 

.+-- Spccit'y 
group n;uncs 

3 3.1 3.1.1 

Verify + Experireview Select 
- - 

evalu;ttors criteria & 

I Id I 

3 .  I .7 

Perrorm 
card soning 

__+ 

E STOP 

Fig. 1: Activity chart of the IGVapproach 

Table 2: Seven categories of web us:ability criteria 

Media use 
In te rac IY s m -  
Consistencv 
Total 
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r 
Screen Appearance 

Spacc 
alloc:ltion aid advertisement banners) 
( : l loi~ of Sharp colour contrast between rest and its txickgroiind 
colour 

Aflorc space for contcnts tlian to 0 t h  display clemcnts (c.g. mcnu b x ,  list of conccnts, 

Csc of colour to diffcrcntiatc bcnvecn functional atra (c.g tool bar, mciiu bar a n d  list 
of contentsj with contcnt &splay arc:] 
hon excessive use of colour for text except for photos and ,ggTaphics 
Different text sizes to differentiate benveeri titles, headings and tests 
Aroidmcc of backpound I m a p  in the contcnt d ~ s p h p  area 

Llse of fonts that are easv to read ( e q  Verdaia and 'l'imes) 
Clear titles for each pages (i.e., should reflect the ccmtentj 
Clcar hcadinp. sub hcxiings for tcst/ documcnt 
IJsc of tvpoyc~phy m d  skimminy Iwout (c.g. bold fviits and hi~liliphtcd words'j 

h a d a b h n  

ScaruiabiLty 

Table 3: List of web usability criteria for screen appearance 

4.2 Content 

Apart from user interface, content is undoubtedly another ven- important 
element of web sites. It is the content that makes people want to visit a 
particular web site. The question of what should be on a web page depends 
largely on the goals of the web site. Some intend to sell products and services, 
some offer free entertainment, and some provide government information. 
However, one should bear in mind that providmg content in a web page is not 
as easy as providmg a printed page in a book. Yet, a designer should not run 
away from the basic elements of a document to ensure a web site's usefulness 
(ISM, 2000). The generic criteria of content usehlness are shown in Table 4. 

4.3 Accessibility 

One of the goals of having a web site is to attract as many visitors as possible 
from various locations. The basic way to acheve this is to ensure that the site is 
accessible to target users. By the word 'accessible', it means that users will not 
only be able to get connection to a web site but will also be able to browse all 
available contents. Theoretically, the hgher the degree of accessibihtj-, the 
higher would be the level of usabhty. In our study, we found that there are at 
least, three elements of accessibility: loading time, browser compatibilig. and search 
Jadig. The proposed accessibhty elements of the web are shown in Table 5. 

4.4 Navigation 

Good navigation in a web site is comparable to a good road map. Our findmgs 
shon- that with good navigation such as logcal wee-like structure, proper 
grouping of contents and use of navigational tools in all pages, users know- 
where they are, where theJ7 have been, and where they can go from their current 
position. In short, navigation is the key to m a h g  the experience enjoyable and 
efficient. The usabdq criteria proposed by the esper.ss are listed in Table 6. 
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Table 4; List of generic criteria for content usefulness 

ranchcs. and sponsors’ 

Table 5: List of web usability criteria for accessibility 

Table 6: List of web usability criteria for navigation 

Contents Fhould bc grouped rnro :I smdl numb 
ile of thumb is 3i 

4.5 MediaUse 

Information presentation in web pages is dfferent from presentation on paper 
due to die abllrty of web designers to manipulate niultime&a elements such as 
graphics, images, animation, and audo. Studes on o n - h e  electronic materials 
have shown that the integration of tliese me&a keeps users attention, and when 
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Condnuou$/ time-based 
meha  (audio, m a t i o i l  
and video) 

used effectively, can enhance usabihty. However, designers should take extra 
care when introducing all these elements as improper use of them may distract 
users and affect usabihty. Addtionally, heavy u tha t ion  of meda  elements 
consumes the web site server's hard disk space, and lengthens the downloadmg 
time. Table 7 presents the list of die proposed usability criteria for the proper 
use of meda. 

0 Control fcatures tor contiiiuous mcclia where appropriate, (c.g.. rcplay. 
control volume and turii off) 
Alternative access (e.g.. test version) to ary information presented tiirou,gh 
continuous media 
Avoidmcc of looping animation to prevent users' distraction 
Use of continuous media to suit content (e.g., demonstration, instruction, 
and soecchcs) 

Table 7: List of web usability criteria for media use 

Labcllu1g o€ all static medl;i especially thosc: used for menus and icons 
imagTs, ptcturcs,! L s e  of thumlmuls to display photos 

C!se of static media to cnhmce t l ic information being presented 
hoii escessire use of static media in all D a m s  

4.6 Interactivity 

InteractiviT is a broad term and can be misleadmg. However, in &IS study, it 
refers to jatzires in n web site that-faiihate a two-ivq communication between usen arid 
site ownen- or other pre-assigned personnel. Addldonally, the features allow- users to 
give feedback and comments on any issues raised by the web site. The 
introduction of interactivity features such as email, guess book, o n h e  forms, 
and net forum might enhance a web site's worthmess. While agreeing that these 
elements are important, some of the experts say that making them available is 
insufficient. Designers should take into consideration whether die elements are 
effective and easy to use, especially when d e a h g  w~th multiple forms. Three 
criteria are proposed as shown in Table 8. 

Table 8: List of web usability criteria for hteractivity 

liiikr 111 ternis of graphics metaphor. size. 

I a n d  colour 4. 
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4.7 Consistency 

There is an element of 'fear of the unknown' when users visit a web site for tlie 
first m e .  Although they might be f a d a r  witli die browser and hypertest 
application environment, die design of a web site differs from others. Some 
web sites might put the menu bar at tlie top of the screen, wlule others iniglit 
use a horizontal hypertest button at the bottom of the screen. Some web sites 
prefer usWg frames to &vide functional areas wlile others merely use coloured 
boxes. Therefore, there wdl always be some elements of u n f d a r i t y  on the 
part of users when they visit a web site for the fu:st time. Considering tlis, 
design consistency is important to speed up users' learning. All experts agree 
with the fact that designers need to provide a consistent layout for title, subtitle, 
page footers, and bacbound .  In addrtion, the layout for navigation h k s  and 
icons should also be consistent in terms of colour, size, space, and fonts used. 
However, one of the esperts suggests that minor changes be made to the 
structure of the screen appearance every now and then so that users will not get 
bored and banner blind. The proposed usabhty criteria for consistenq are 
shown is Table 9. 

Table 9: List of web usability criteria for consistency 

5.0 DISCUSSION 

The outcome of t l is  study shows that usability covers at least seven main 
categories - screen appearance, consistency, accessibiltty, navigation, medla use, 
interacuvity, and content. Screen appearance refers to the visual layout and 
strucwre of a web site. It relates to how a web site is designed and how die 
information is presented on the screen. The use of colour, scannabrltty, and 
readabhty are examples of areas that affect screen appearance. Apart from 
appearance. consistency is also an important aspect of usabhty. It is vital in 
determining users' famharity with a web site in terms of for example, 
navigation icons, colouring scheme, and page structure. Having a good design 
and useful content are inadequate without considering accessibhF factors. Thls 
means that one needs to take into consideration whether one's web site is easily 
accessible to all target users who use dlfferent technolog to access the internet. 

Usabllt? also relates to how eas? users can m o w  around a web site. Good 
navigation will help users find information easil? and quiclrly-, especiaLl!- for 
large web sites that have hundreds of web page hkages. Site map, table of 
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contents, menu, and page h h g  are examples of web elements that affect 
navigation. Medra use relates to the use of muldmedra elements, both of static 
meda (test and graphics) and continuous medm (audio, animation, and video) 
to present information \ d u n  web sites. Effective and proper use of media can 
enhance the way information is presented on screen. Another factor to 
consider is interactivity. This factor refers to die interactivity elements of web 
sites such as facilrties for users to contact web masters, coinrnunicate with other 
users, and perform o n h e  enquiries. Content is undoubtedly another important 
factor of web usabhty. Content is normally the main reason why internet users 
visit web sites. Hence, constant evaluation is needed to ensure that the content 
provided in web sites is useful to users, reliable, relevant, and up to date. 

All these categories have been identified by experts as the factors that affect die 
usabiltty of web sites. Figure 2 depict these factors. 

NAVIGATION 

ACCESSIBILITY 

MEDM USE 
SCREEN 

APPEARANCE - 
USABILITY 

CONSISTENCY 

Fig. 2: Factors affecting web usarbility 

6.0 CONCLUSION 

The main contributions of the study drscussed in h i s  paper are twofold - the 
introduction of the IGV approach and the identification of keJi generic criteria 
for assessing web usabh?-. The approach can be adopted or enhanced by 
researchers when attempting to identik- the criteria for measuring W'eb success. 
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The usabihty criteria identified from the study, which were categorised into 
seven major factors, can help web designers or others to evaluate their web 
sites based on priorities. The criteiia can also be used as a guide to trace 
potential usabhty problems w d i n  a particular web site. The criteria and their 
groupmgs were the product of multiple data gathering techniques using the 
IGT ' approach wlUcli include content analvsis of the literature, brainstorming, 
and expert review. Having said that. this stud!- also has its h t a t i o n  that needs 
further research. The factors visualised in Figure 2 #only propose die usabhq- 
criteria that can be used in web evaluation but do not explain how these criteria 
can be measured. In addtion, some of the criteria are subjective in nature (e.g., 
contents meet users' expectations) and thereby very difficult to be measured. 
Nonetheless, the outcome of tlis study provides some strong basis for further 
investigation in h s  web usabhty area. 
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